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William Shakespeare's Star Wars Jun 18 2021 The New York Times
Best Seller Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an
Elizabethan drama penned by William Shakespeare himself, complete
with authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and
dialogue by everyone from Darth Vader to R2D2. Return once more to
a galaxy far, far away with this sublime retelling of George Lucas’s
epic Star Wars in the style of the immortal Bard of Avon. The saga of a
wise (Jedi) knight and an evil (Sith) lord, of a beautiful princess held
captive and a young hero coming of age, Star Wars abounds with all
the valor and villainy of Shakespeare’s greatest plays. Authentic
meter, stage directions, reimagined movie scenes and dialogue, and
hidden Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star
Wars and Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film
appears in the play, along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that
depict an Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy. Zounds! This is
the book you’re looking for.
The poems of Ovid Aug 09 2020
Penny of the Paranormal May 18 2021 Three days to reach the
summit and retrieve the flag.Those who drop out go home.The
bootcamp’s alpha asks Alistair to protect their omega wolf, Penny. All
they have are the clothes on their back when the worst storm of the
winter hits.But it's got nothing on Penny. No shifter has ever torn
Alistair open or exposed him like her, all with the razor edge of her
tongue.Forget the blizzard, the real danger is the sharp curve of her
smile and the lengths he'll go to get a taste.
Easy to Fall Aug 28 2019 From USA Today bestselling author Willow
Winters comes the epic conclusion to the heart-wrenching, edge-ofyour-seat gripping, romantic suspense, Hard to Love series. With her I
was always on the highest high. That's why it was so easy to fall. I
never stood a chance without her. The two of us were made for one
another. It's as simple as that. The world could try to rip us apart, but
it would fail. Until this. She told me once, love isn't enough. I never
would have believed it ... until now. Neither of us could have prepared
for this. I won't stop fighting. Not until the very end. Topics include:
mafia romances, dark romance, dark romance mafia, alpha business
man book, billionaire romance, billionaire romance series, possessive
alpha romance, willow winters books, w. winters books, contemporary
romance, contemporary, romance novels, survival romance, the best
romance series ever, bestselling series, captive romance.
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Untouched Aug 01 2022 Book 2 of The Amoveo Legend SHE SHOULD
BE SEEN, BUT NEVER TOUCHED... Kerry Smithson's modeling career
ensures that she will be admired from afar, which is essential since
mere human touch sparks blinding pain and terrifying visions. EVERY
GOOD MODEL NEEDS A HEAVENLY BODYGUARD... Dante Coltari is
hired to protect Kerry from those who know who she is—or more
importantly what she is—and want her dead because of it. Nothing
could have prepared him for the challenge of keeping her safe. But,
strangely, his lightest touch brings her exquisite pleasure rather than
pain, and Dante and Kerry have an otherwordly connection that might
just pull them through. The Amoveo Legend Series: Unleashed (Book
1, The Amoveo Legend) Untouched (Book 2, The Amoveo Legend)
Untamed (Book 3, The Amoveo Legend) Undone (Book 4, The Amoveo
Legend) Unclaimed (Book 5, The Amoveo Legend) Undenied (eNovella) Praise for the Amoveo Legend series: "Sizzling sexual
chemistry that is sure to please."—Yankee Romance Reviews "A
moving tale that captures both the sweetness and passion of
romance."—Romance Junkies, 5 Blue Ribbons "Fascinating...the
characters haunted my dreams...I'm dying for the sequel."—Long and
Short Reviews Best Book
Undone May 30 2022 Book 4 of The Amoveo Legend Praise for
Untouched: "Red-hot love scenes punctuate a well-plotted suspense
story that will keep readers turning pages as fast as they
can."—Publishers Weekly, Starred Review She's Far From Human...
With her secret race of shapeshifteres embroiled in civil war, all
Marianna Coltari wants is to stay far from controversy. Even so, when
her overprotective brother insists on hiring his human friend Pete as
her bodyguard, Marianna is furious. Does She Dare to Love One? Like
most retired cops, Pete Castro resents his new job as a bodyguard. It's
even worse because he'll be babysitting a party girl like Marianna. But
that's before he meets her for the first time and discovers his instincts
on red alert. Would he kill to protect her? The Amoveo Legend Series:
Unleashed (Book 1, The Amoveo Legend) Untouched (Book 2, The
Amoveo Legend) Untamed (Book 3, The Amoveo Legend) Undone
(Book 4, The Amoveo Legend) Unclaimed (Book 5, The Amoveo
Legend) Undenied (e-Novella) Praise for Untamed: "Humphreys
spectacular talent is on full display...this series is getting better with
each book."—RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 stars "Compelling...deft worldbuilding and sensuous love scenes make this an enjoyable
journey."—Publishers Weekly "The characters are well developed, the
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twists and turns of the plot are well crafted...alternately funny, action
packed, and sensual..."—Fresh Fiction
Until Fountain Bridge Mar 04 2020 From the New York Times
bestselling author of On Dublin Street and Down London Road comes
a new novella about finding love in familiar places… Ellie has been in
love with Adam Sutherland for as long as she can remember. What
started as a childhood crush on her older brother’s best friend soon
bloomed into full-blown infatuation. Unfortunately, it also meant fullblown heartache, as Adam refused to fall for Braden’s little sister. But
it took a crisis to make Adam realize he’s wasted too much time
denying his feelings for her. Unwilling to waste a second more, he
decided to make Ellie his, no matter the consequences. Now happily
settled with the woman he’s pined after for years, he’s about to find
out what their ten year courtship was like for her, through the journals
she kept during their ups and many downs. And though Adam may
have Ellie now, he has no idea how close he came to losing her…
Includes a preview of Down London Road!
Leave Me Breathless Jul 28 2019 It’s Valentine’s Day, but Macy
Rodgers isn’t feeling the love. Aside from a torrid, one-night fling in a
backseat a few months ago, her love life has been sorely lacking.
Fortunately, she has devious friends who feel like playing Cupid.
Wouldn’t they be shocked to learn that the match they’ve made for her
is the same one that steamed up the back of that ’69 GTO... Seth
“Ghost” Warren has just returned to town after an extended absence.
Between his grandmother’s failing health, his job as a tattoo artist, his
band’s gigs, and an ex that won’t leave him alone, he’s stretched thin.
Cautious cowgirl Macy is the last thing he needs thrown into the mix.
She’s all country, he’s all heavy metal—and Macy knows that if anyone
can propel her out of her rut, it’s Seth. But when their worlds collide,
it’s anyone’s guess if they’ll survive with their hearts intact. Each book
in the Ross Siblings series is STANDALONE: * Unleashed * Rock Me *
Breathe Me In * Leave Me Breathless * Light Me Up * Take Me On *
Watch Me Fall * Breathless
How to Be a Good Wife Jun 26 2019 How to Be a Good Wife is an
original, haunting and unforgettable literary thriller by Emma
Chapman. I know what my husband would say: that I have too much
time on my hands; that I need to keep myself busy. That I need to take
my medication. Empty nest syndrome, he tells his friends at the pub,
his mother. He’s always said I have a vivid imagination. Marta has
been married to Hector for longer than she can remember. She has
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always tried hard to be a good wife. But now Hector has come home
with a secret. And Marta is beginning to imagine – or revisit – a
terrifying truth . . . 'The unnamed Scandinavian setting has all the
familiar elements of contemporary northern lights noir . . . a ruthless
examination of the many layers of marriage, and a woman's opaque
role with it.’ – Guardian
How to Tame a Beast in Seven Days Nov 23 2021 From the brilliant
imagination of Kerrelyn Sparks comes a bold new fantasy romance
series in which passion and magic collide. Behold the Embraced... As
one of the Embraced—one born with magical powers—the beautiful,
innocent Luciana escaped certain death after her father hid her away
on the Isle of Moon. Now, nineteen years later, her father has returned
with a frightening request. He will be executed unless Luciana returns
to the mainland and marries a man feared throughout the land: a
terrifying brute known as the Beast. Luciana accepts her fate and
agrees to wed the Beast—Lord Leo—in order to save her father. Soon
she learns that her betrothed is also one of the Embraced. With the
ability to wield lightning, Leo’s immense power strikes fear into the
hearts of men. . .and his mere touch can put an end to a woman’s life.
But Luciana cannot deny the passion that burns between them. How
can she resist the man who scorches her soul and makes her feel
intoxicated with desire—even if surrendering to him could destroy
them both?
A Junior Latin Reader Feb 12 2021 This work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in
the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to
the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Lord's Fall Sep 21 2021 In the latest Novel of the Elder Races, two
mates find themselves on different paths, torn between their duty to
the Wyr and the passion that binds them . . . Before she met Dragos,
half-human half-wyr Pia Giovanni was alone and on the run. Now, she's
mated, pregnant and heading south to repair the Wyr's frayed
relationship with the Elves. Being separated from Dragos is painful,
but for the good of the Wyr demesne they need to figure out how to be
partners, in more places than just the bedroom. In New York to
preside over the Sentinel Games, Dragos is worried about his mate,
but knows that finding two replacement sentinels is essential to show
the rest of the Elder Races just how strong and brutal the Wyr
demesne can be. But as the games heat up, Pia's negotiations with the
Elves take a turn for the dangerous, straining her bond with Dragos
and threatening everything they hold dear . . .
Dictionary of Foreign Quotations Dec 01 2019
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An improved dictionary: English and French, and French and English
Sep 09 2020
A Glossary of the Cleveland Dialect: Explanatory, Derivative, and
Critical Dec 13 2020
Unleashed Nov 04 2022 What if you suddenly discovered your own
powers were beyond anything you'd ever imagined... Samantha
Logan's childhood home had always been a haven, but everything
changed while she was away. She has a gorgeous new neighbor,
Malcolm, who introduces her to the amazing world of the dreamwalking, shapeshifting Amoveo clans...but what leaves her reeling with
disbelief is when he tells her she's one of them... And shock turns to
terror as Samantha falls prey to the deadly enemy determined to
destroy the Amoveo, and the only chance she has to come into her true
powers is to trust in Malcolm to show her the way... Get swept away
into Sara Humphreys's glorious world and breathtaking love story... "A
moving tale that captures both the sweetness and passion of
romance." -Romance Junkies, 5 Blue Ribbons "A well-written, actionpacked love story featuring two very strong characters." -Romance
Book Scene, 5 Hearts
The Amoveo Legacy Mar 28 2022 A dream on Samantha Logan's
thirtieth birthday compels her to leave her artist loft in New York City
and move back to the beach with her Grandmother, Nonie. However,
the instant Samantha steps foot on the salty shores of her childhood
home, she realizes the landscape has changed. The moment she
encounters the mysterious, arrogant neighbor Malcolm Drew, her life
is never the same. Through a seductive courtship, he introduces her to
the magical mystical world of the Amoveo--the dream walking,
telepathic, shape shifters that he claims are her true heritage.
Malcolm holds back a secret that could destroy them both. Will he be
able to protect Samantha and convince her of the secret legacy buried
deep inside of her?
The Lion's Lady Apr 04 2020 A daring lady meets a dashing lord with
the soul of a pirate in this classic Regency romance novel from
bestselling author Julie Garwood. Christina Bennett had taken London
society by storm. The ravishing beauty guarded the secret of her
mysterious past until the night Lyon, Marquis of Lyonwood, stole a
searching, sensuous kiss. An arrogant nobleman with a pirate’s
passions, he tasted the wild fire smoldering beneath Christina’s cool
charm and swore to posess her... But the fiesty and defiant Christina
would not be so easily conquered. Mistress of her heart and of her
fortune, she resisted Lyon’s sensuous caresses. She dared not
surrender to his love...for then, she must also forsake her precious
secret...and her promised destiny!
By Reservation Only Jan 02 2020 It's the grand opening of The
Deerbourne Inn! Award-winning Chef Nathan Harte has worked long
and hard to restore this historic property in Willow Spring, Vermont.
He's ready to greet his guests with fine cuisine, comfortable rooms,
and maybe even a ghost or two. He's escaping the rat-race of the city
for a slower more rewarding life, but is he ready to deal with a broken
arm, a quirky arsonist, and a long-ago mystery? And what might he
find up in the three-hundred-year-old attics?
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Brave the Heat Apr 28 2022 Brave the Heat is for you if you like: • A
scorching-hot firefighter struggling with his dark past • A tough-asnails heroine determined to protect her family • A small town ready to
ignite • And a second chance at love that may just save them all Jordan
McKenna is back in town, and Fire Chief Gavin McGuire's feelings
when he sees her after all these years are as raw as the day she left.
Then he was just a kid wearing his heart on his sleeve. Now he spends
every day trying to atone for the tragedy he couldn't prevent. Jordan's
life has not exactly worked out the way she expected. A divorced
mother of two with a failed acting career, Jordan's biggest concern
about coming back to Old Brookfield was seeing her first love. But
when a series of suspicious fires breaks out, Jordan and Gavin realize
that dealing with the sparks between them may be the least dangerous
of their problems. The McGuire Brothers Series: Brave the Heat (Book
1) Trouble Walks In (Book 2) Reviewers love Sara Humphreys:
"Sizzling sexual chemistry that is sure to please." -Yankee Romance
Reviewers "Steamy love scenes, intriguing plot...the reader will be
entertained." -Fresh Fiction "Awesome...captivates the reader with
action and romance. -Rom Fan Reviews
The Boyfriend List Feb 01 2020 'This list includes absolutely every
single boy I have ever had the slightest little any-kind-of-anything with'
Over the course of ten days, Ruby Oliver has lost her best friend, her
boyfriend and all her other friends . . . That's enough to give anyone
panic attacks, right? Cue Doctor Z, the shrink with a unique idea to
combat Ruby's life anxiety: the boyfriend list. A deliciously funny story
of love and not-love, boys who are friends, boyfriends and knitting.
Unleashed Jun 30 2022 Book 1 of The Amoveo Legend What if you
suddenly discovered your own powers were beyond anything you'd
ever imagined... Samantha Logan's childhood home had always been a
haven, but everything changed while she was away. She has a
gorgeous new neighbor, Malcolm, who introduces her to the amazing
world of the dream-walking, shapeshifting Amoveo clans...but what
leaves her reeling with disbelief is when he tells her she's one of
them... And shock turns to terror as Samantha falls prey to the deadly
enemy determined to destroy the Amoveo, and the only chance she has
to come into her true powers is to trust in Malcolm to show her the
way... The Amoveo Legend Series: Unleashed (Book 1, The Amoveo
Legend) Untouched (Book 2, The Amoveo Legend) Untamed (Book 3,
The Amoveo Legend) Undone (Book 4, The Amoveo Legend)
Unclaimed (Book 5, The Amoveo Legend) Undenied (e-Novella) Get
swept away into Sara Humphreys's glorious world and breathtaking
love story... "A moving tale that captures both the sweetness and
passion of romance." -Romance Junkies, 5 Blue Ribbons "A wellwritten, action-packed love story featuring two very strong
characters." -Romance Book Scene, 5 Hearts
Undiscovered Feb 24 2022 "Darkly sensual, rich with emotion, a wild
unsettling ride."--Christine Feehan, New York Times bestselling author
He's the man of her dreams A long time ago, Zander Lorens was
cursed to walk the earth stripped of his Dragon Clan powers. Every
night, trapped in a recurring nightmare, Zander relives his darkest
moment. He can hardly believe it when the dream changes and a
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beautiful young woman appears. Zander believes she's the key to
ending his torment. Finding her in the real world is one thing, but how
will he convince her of who-and what-she really is? She's the end to his
nightmare Rena McHale uses her unique sensitivity as a private
investigator, touting herself as a "human divining rod" and finder of
the lost. By day she struggles with sensory overload, and by night her
sleep is haunted by a fiery dragon shifter. Nothing in her life makes
sense, until the man from her dreams shows up at her door with a
proposition... "Humphreys' stories get better with each book!" -RT
Book Reviews Top Pick for Unclaimed 41/2 Stars "Bewitching,
haunting and deliciously carnal." -Night Owl Reviews, Top Pick for
Unclaimed
The Darkest Pleasure (Lords of the Underworld, Book 3) Sep 29
2019 Bound by the spirit of pain, he is forbidden to know pleasure...
Untamed Sep 02 2022 Book 3 in The Amoveo Legend Praise for
Unleashed: "The characters haunted my dreams...I thought about this
book constantly."-Long and Short Reviews An ancient race of
shapeshifters has lived secretly among humans for thousands of
years...they are...the Amoveo HER WORST NIGHTMARE IS COMING
TRUE... Layla Nickelsen has spent years hiding from her Amoveo mate
and guarding a devastating secret. But Layla's worst fear is realized
when the man who haunts her dreams shows up in person ... HE HAS
FINALLY FOUND HER... William Fleury is as stoic as they come, until
he finds Layla and his feelings overwhelm him. She won't let him get
close, but then an unknown enemy erupts in violence and threatens
everything Layla holds dear... The Amoveo Legend Series: Unleashed
(Book 1, The Amoveo Legend) Untouched (Book 2, The Amoveo
Legend) Untamed (Book 3, The Amoveo Legend) Undone (Book 4, The
Amoveo Legend) Unclaimed (Book 5, The Amoveo Legend) Undenied
(e-Novella) Praise for the Amoveo Legend series: "I loved the book. I'm
looking forwards to many more in this series."-Night Owl Reviews
Reviewer Top Pick, 5 stars "Fast-paced paranormal romance with
fantastic world-building."-The Book Girl
The Last True Vampire: Last True Vampire 1 Oct 23 2021
Launching an unmissable new series for fans of Bella Forrest, J.R.
Ward, Nalini Singh and Lara Adrian. THE LAST TRUE VAMPIRE is
deeply sensual, intensely emotional, and bursting with heartstopping
action. Centuries ago, the vampire race was almost destroyed. Now,
salvation rests upon one - the last true vampire. He is the last of his
race. King of the vampires. Michael Aristov roams the nightclubs of LA
after dark, haunted by his past and driven by hunger. The sole Ancient
One to survive the slayers' obliteration, only he can resurrect the
vampire race. But he's unable to reclaim his world without the woman
who can return his soul... Claire Thompson is mortal, yet her
intoxicating blood draws Michael like a moth to the flame. Sassy and
seductive, only she can satisfy his insatiable cravings, their first fiery
kiss igniting an irrevocable passion. With the future of the vampire
race now at stake, Claire has the power to seal Michael's fate - forever.
This unforgettable new series continues with The Warrior Vampire return to the dark, deadly, and deliciously sexy world of the Last True
Vampire.
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Her Alien Warrior Prince Dec 25 2021 I came to meet a friend, but
now I'm leaving with her...Carly is everything a Valkredian leader
needs: stubborn, outspoken, and her body is temptation incarnate.
She's meant to be sold off at auction, but I'll allow no one else to touch
her. Her scent tells me she's my mate, and her blood calls to me. But a
Valkredian prince must always be in control and giving into her
pulsing veins will cost more than my sanity.I will protect the mate I've
claimed and the people I rule. If a traitor wants to try me, I will bring
down all of my wrath to make them pay.I'm no one's blood slave...I
never expected to wake up on a space station with a red collar around
my throat. But when Akzun claims me for himself, I know I'm in a
whole other kind of trouble. He's as strong as they come, a leader of
his people, and a man who makes me yearn. He wants my body and my
blood, and I don't know how I'm supposed to resist. I don't know if I
want to. But when treachery on his planet puts us at risk, we'll need to
work together to stop a war. And the longer I'm at his side and in his
bed, the clearer it becomes that I was made for him. I don't know how
to be the mate of an alien vampire, but I'm going to have to learn if I
want to see another sunset.
The Good, the Bad, and the Vampire Jun 06 2020 Book 4 of the
Dead in the City series Beloved author Sara Humphreys' acclaimed
paranormal romance series continues with sweltering attraction
between two vampires who have all the time in the world to satisfy
their desires... He wants eternity? Dakota Shelton is a vampire cowboy
with a penchant for cinnamon lollipops and Johnny Cash. Though
highly skilled and deadly dangerous to his enemies, he's still a Texas
good ol' boy at heart. And he has that heart set on wooing Trixie
LaRoux-the most badass punk rock chick in town-the old-fashioned
way. Over her undead body... Trixie is tough as nails and sharp as a
silver stake-the last thing she wants is a man to sit on a porch and not
grow old with. So it'll take going to hell and back fighting a new threat
to vampires before she admits Dakota's courtship makes her blood
hum. Turns out chivalry's not dead after all. Dead in the City series:
Tall, Dark and Vampire (Book 1) Vampire Trouble (Book 2) Vampires
Never Cry Wolf (Book 3) The Good, the Bad and the Vampire (Book 4)
PRAISE FOR VAMPIRES NEVER CRY WOLF: "Humphreys has outdone
herself with this fun tale of opposites attracting. The sizzle is so strong
that readers will practically feel the sparks coming off the page. All
fans of paranormal romance need to read this book." -RT Book
Reviews, 41⁄2 stars "Ms. Humphreys's hypnotic writing...ignites the
readers' mind, body, and soul." -Night Owl Reviews "Everything I want
in a paranormal romance-full of fun werewolf and vampire sexiness." Fresh Fiction
Violet Spark Jul 08 2020 Imogen Taylor: Artist. College dropout.
Gamer. Screwup. I had big plans for art school in California, but when
the best mom in the world—mine—needed help, I came home to
Arbolito, Arizona instead. I even got my old high school job back,
making smoothies at the Desert Freeze…in winter. So, yeah, by day,
my life is a cold, tropical-hued hell. But at night, I escape reality by
plugging into my favorite video game, Legendelirium, to become a
powerful, sexy witch, going on epic quests while vanquishing baddies.
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Until a cute guy from my gaming world shows up at work, gives me
the worst kiss ever, and my reality and fantasy lives get blended by
purple goo laced with lethal, nanorobotic technology. Now, I’ve got
powers—strange, witchy ones. Scary people are after me, and I don’t
know who to trust. And, get this. Somehow, it's up to me to defeat
them, or it's game over. Enter the fast, fun, urban fantasy adventure of
the BUTTERFLY WITCH series, where magic and science become
one—mostly accidentally. * This is a standalone first book in the brandnew BUTTERFLY WITCH series. Contains swearing, some intense
action scenes (low gore), super-slow-burn romantic interest (also low
gore), and does not end on a cliffhanger—but, yeah, there's more to
come! *
A SEAL in Wolf's Clothing Jan 26 2022 Book 1 in Terry Spear's SEAL
Wolf Series — A USA Today Bestseller! Her instincts tell her he's
dangerous... His powers of persuasion are impossible to resist... While
her overprotective brother's away, Meara Greymere's planning to
play—and it wouldn't hurt to find herself a mate in the process. The
last thing she needs is one of his SEAL buddies spoiling her fun, even
if the guy is the hottest one she's ever seen. Finn Emerson is a battlehardened Navy SEAL and alpha wolf. He's a little overqualified for
baby-sitting, but feisty Meara is attracting trouble like a magnet. As
the only responsible alpha male in the vicinity, Finn is going to have to
protect this intriguing woman from a horde of questionable men, and
definitely from himself. SEAL Wolf Series: A SEAL in Wolf's Clothing
(Book 1) A SEAL Wolf Christmas (Book 2) SEAL Wolf Hunting (Book 3)
Experience the sensual, action-packed, critically acclaimed world of
Terry Spear, author of a Publisher's Weekly Best Book of the Year:
"High-powered romance that satisfies on every level." —Long and
Short Reviews "An entertaining read filled with passion and desire.
You'll be spellbound." —Thoughts in Progress "Fast paced, and
completely and utterly fascinating. The chemistry was brilliant."
—Royal Reviews "This novel has it all...Hot doesn't even begin to
describe it." —Love Romance Passion
Trouble Walks In Jan 14 2021 He could be the man to rescue her Big
city K-9 cop Ronan McGuire loves women, loves his dog, loves his jobbut when old flame Maddy Morgan moves into his jurisdiction, he can't
think about anyone else. Ronan knows she's way out of his league, but
he's determined to help Maddy live life to the fullest. In more ways
than one With tragedy in her past, Maddy has immersed herself in
work and swiftly made a name for herself in the hot New York City
real estate market. She's looking for safety, not love, but Ronan
McGuire is as persistent as he is sexy, and his crooked smile is hard to
resist. But all other concerns are wiped away when Maddy goes
missing and Ronan and his bloodhound K-9 partner are tasked with
finding her and bringing her home. Praise for Brave the Heat: "Boasts
suspense that burns as hot as the love scenes." -Publishers Weekly "A
great addition to Humphreys' stellar booklist!" -RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2
stars TOP PICK "An amazing new series starring everyday heroes...
Brave the Heat tells the moving tale of fear and tragedy, love and loss
and second chances to get it right." -Heroes and Heartbreakers
Death Blows May 06 2020 Death Blows is a fast-paced, exciting
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follow-up to Dying Bites—DD Barant and The Bloodhound Files just
keep getting better, and Jace Valchek's world keeps getting stranger
... FBI profiler Jace Valchek was pulled into this parallel realm to hunt
for Aristotle Stoker, a human serial killer who preys on vampires and
werewolves. Now she works for the National Security Agency of the
Unnatural States of America—and her boss is a vampire. At a bizarre
crime scene, Jace finds a bloodsucker murdered by magic, fried to the
bone and dressed in the costume of the comic book hero the Flash—a
character who isn't supposed to exist here. Comic books have been
outlawed for their powers, including crossover spells like the one that
transported Jace to this world. Soon, she's following a trail of dead
bodies into the sinister underworld of black-market comics—where a
deranged madman gives new meaning to the term "super-villain"...
Eternal Hunter: Night Watch 1 Oct 11 2020 In a hotbed of secrets
like Baton Rouge, it's only natural Assistant District Attorney Erin
Jerome is keeping a couple of her own. Like the fact she's not entirely
human - she's Other, desperately trying to keep her supernatural
strength under wraps. Or that she's got a killer stalking her - an Other
rogue set on "gifting" her bloody corpses, causing her to spend nights
lying awake in terror. But the bounty hunter on her new case is about
to change everything. Jude Donovan is a shapeshifter, and when the
two are near each other their hidden instincts are definitely awakened.
Tracking a rogue Other is hard enough without allowing their wild
sides to come out to play. . . A Night Watch novel by New York Times
bestselling author, Cynthia Eden.
Phantom Shadows Nov 11 2020 A doctor and a reformed bad-boy
vampire struggle with danger and their desires in this New York
Times–bestselling paranormal romantic suspense novel. Dr. Melanie
Lipton is no stranger to the supernatural. She knows immortals better
than they know themselves, right down to their stubborn little genes.
So although a handsome rogue immortal seems suspicious to her
colleagues, Sebastien Newcombe intrigues Melanie. His history is
checkered, his scars are impressive, and his ideas are daring. But it's
not his ideas that have Melanie fighting off surges of desire… Bastien
is used to being the bad guy. In fact, he can't remember the last time
he had an ally he could trust. But Melanie is different—and under her
calm, professional exterior he senses a passion beyond anything in his
centuries of experience. Giving in to temptation is out of the
question—he can't put her in danger. But she isn't asking him… RT
Book Reviews“With this excellent entry, rising star Duvall is fast
proving to be a major player in paranormal romance!”— “With a
deeply emotional love story, two beautiful, complex main characters,
and a pulse-pounding adventure that won’t let up, this book was
haunting and addictive.”—The Romance Reviews
Blood Flame Apr 16 2021 Do you love hunky vampire warrior types?
Then this book is for you! Connor, a powerful vampire serving as a
Border Patrol officer for his corrupt world, falls for a gifted witch who
has the ability to kill him with a single touch... New York Times
bestselling author, Caris Roane, presents BLOOD FLAME, the first
book in the Flame Series. In this book, vampire Officer Connor of the
Crescent Border Patrol tries to suppress his desire for the powerful
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witch, Iris Meldeere. Because the woman possesses the ability to kill
him with the tips of her fingers, how can he possibly fall in love with
her? When a double homicide throws them together, he soon finds his
deepest fantasies fulfilled as Iris succumbs to his seductions. But as
they battle together to stay alive, and love begins to consume them
both, will the witch be able to forgive the dark secrets of his past ...
BLOOD FLAME is a standalone story with no cliffhangers. It's a
passionate, hot, paranormal romance, featuring a vampire and a witch
set in the urban world of Five Bridges. Caris Roane is the author of
eighty-one published works, thirty-one of which are paranormal
romances featuring tortured warrior vampires in desperate need of
worthy women. From the Author... BLOOD ROSE SERIES... The Blood
Rose Series features 9 mastyr vampires, each worn to the bone
because of the battle against the deadly Invictus wraith-pairs and their
creator, Margetta, the Ancient Fae. As of August 2015, the first eight
books have been published and are as follows: 1) EMBRACE THE
DARK 2) EMBRACE THE MAGIC 3) EMBRACE THE MYSTERY 4)
EMBRACE THE PASSION 5) EMBRACE THE NIGHT 6) EMBRACE
THE WILD 7) EMBRACE THE WIND 8) EMBRACE THE HUNT 8.1)
LOVE IN THE FORTRESS Book 9, the final installment called
EMBRACE THE POWER, is in the works and is currently scheduled for
a fall 2015 release. Check out my website at: www.carisroane.com
Ready to read some vampire warrior love? Just scroll back up and grab
a copy of BLOOD FLAME today!
Vampires Never Cry Wolf Jul 20 2021 RT Book Reviews 2015
Reviewers Choice Award Winner for Best Paranormal Romance Book 3
of Dead in the City Vampires are nothing but trouble... As far as
beautiful vampire Sadie Pemberton is concerned, werewolves
shouldn't be sticking their noses into New York's supernatural politics.
They don't know jack about running a city-not even that hot-as-sin new
vampire-werewolf liaison who's just arrived in town. Werewolves are
too sexy for their own good... The last thing Killian Bane wanted was
to end up in New York City playing nice with vampires. Unfortunately,
he's on a mission, and when he encounters the sexiest, most stubborn
female vamp he's ever met, he's going to have to turn on a little of that
wolfish charm...and Sadie's going to learn a thing or two about what it
means to have a wild side... Dead in the City Series: Tall, Dark, and
Vampire (Book 1) Vampire Trouble (Book 2) Vampires Never Cry Wolf
(Book 3) The Good, the Bad and the Vampire (Book 4) PRAISE FOR
VAMPIRE TROUBLE: "Totally irresistible...Humphreys is undoubtedly
a rising star." -RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 stars, Top Pick "This series is
wildly addictive, and this is...a five-star book that you do not want to
miss." -The Romance Reviews "A powerful love story that proves that
while our past is inescapable, it is the core of our strength." -Sarah
MacLean, New York Times bestselling author of No Good Duke Goes
Unpunished
Vampire Trouble Mar 16 2021 Book 2 of Dead in the City "Sara
Humphreys has taken the vampire mythology and truly made it her
own." —Romancing the Dark Side A fledgling vampire ignites a war...
Maya remembers the last moments of her life as a human with
haunting clarity, and every man she meets pays the price...until Shane.
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Finding herself in the middle of a bloody fight between vampires and
werewolves, Maya has no choice but to let the devastatingly sexy
vampire guard get close to her. And that's not all that heats up...
Shane Quesada, a four-century-old vampire sentry, is known for his
cold, unemotional precision, but once Maya begins to invade his
dreams, his world is changed forever. His job to protect her is swiftly
replaced by the all-consuming need to claim her as his own. The Dead
in the City Series: Tall, Dark, and Vampire (Book 1, Dead in the City)
Vampire Trouble (Book 2, Dead in the City) Vampires Never Cry Wolf
(Book 3, Dead in the City, forthcoming March 2015) Praise for Tall,
Dark, and Vampire: "Shines with fascinating new characters... from
the very talented Humphreys!" —RT Book Reviews, 4½ Stars, Top Pick
of the Month "Laughter, action and a steamy love story." —Long and
Short Reviews "Riveting, outstandingly written... A must read for all
vampire lovers." —Bitten by Love Reviews "Engaging... Humphreys
skillfully blends intrigue and romance." —Publishers Weekly
Unclaimed Oct 03 2022 Book 5 of The Amoveo Legend Praise for
Undone: "Spellbinding...this fast-paced jam-packed thrill ride will
delight paranormal romance fans."—Publishers Weekly She Works
Hard to be Normal... Tatiana Winters loves the freedom of her life as a
veterinarian in Oregon. It's only reluctantly that she agrees to help
cure a mysterious illness among the horses on a Montana ranch—the
ranch of the Amoveo Prince. Tatiana is no ordinary vet—she's a hybrid
from the Timber Wolf Clan, but she wants nothing to do with the world
of the Amoveo shifters. But There's No Escaping Destiny Dominic
Trejada serves as a Guardian, one of the elite protectors of the
Prince's Montana ranch. As a dedicated Amoveo warrior, he is
desperate to find his mate, and time is running out. He knows Tatiana
is the one—but if he can't convince her, he may not be able to protect
her from the evil that's rapidly closing in... The Amoveo Legend Series:
Unleashed (Book 1, The Amoveo Legend) Untouched (Book 2, The
Amoveo Legend) Untamed (Book 3, The Amoveo Legend) Undone
(Book 4, The Amoveo Legend) Unclaimed (Book 5, The Amoveo
Legend) Undenied (e-Novella) Praise for Undone: "Humphreys's
skillful storytelling is so intriguing, you'll have a hard time putting this
book down."—RT Book Reviews Top Pick of the Month 4 1⁄2 stars "A
fast-paced, gripping story that starts out with a bang and continues
straight to the explosive ending."—Fresh Fiction "Paranormal romance
at its best...a unique viewpoint, an incredibly complex world, and
plenty of passion."—Debbie's Book Bag
Jordan Reclaimed Aug 21 2021 From the queen of heart-pounding,
sexy, emotional romance Scarlett Cole comes Jordan Reclaimed, the
first novel in the Preload series. He's a rockstar, she's a ballerina,
they're worlds apart yet just what the other needs. Jordan Steele’s life
began when he was ten. When he was taken from his parents and a
house that was never a home. When he met his brothers, the other lost
and abandoned boys in his group home. When he learned what
friendship and family and love looked like. Now he’s made a career out
of playing the music he loves, touring the world with the band he and
his brothers formed in that crowded group home. No one but his found
family really knows the man under the fame and fortune, the scars he
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hides behind the rockstar lifestyle. Until he sees her through the
windows of the National Ballet, dancing, and suddenly the world
doesn’t seem so dark. Aleksandra Artemov ticks all the ballet boxes.
Father a legendary Kirov dancer. Check. Prepping since birth for
classical ballet. Check. Compulsive control over the food she eats.
Check. Principal dancer at The National Ballet of Canada. Check. But
what she craves is freedom. She craves Jordan. Everything about him
should terrify her. His size, his tattoos, his hard rock edge. But he
doesn’t. He stirs her very soul. Jordan has nothing but himself to offer
her, and he's never been good enough for anyone. Can he figure out
how to face his own demons before he loses his light for good?
The Immortal Highlander Oct 30 2019 Enter a world of timeless
seduction, of ancient intrigue and modern-day passion. Enter the
dazzling world of Karen Marie Moning, whose acclaimed Highlander
novels have captivated readers, spanning the continents and the
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centuries, bringing ancient Scotland vividly to life. In a novel
brimming with time-travel adventure and sensual heat, the bestselling
author of The Dark Highlander delivers a love story that will hold you
in thrall—and a hero you will most certainly never forget. BEWARE:
lethally seductive alpha male of immense strength, do not look at him.
Do not touch him. Do not be tempted. Do not be seduced. With his
long, black hair and dark, mesmerizing eyes, Adam Black is Trouble
with a capital T. Immortal, arrogant, and intensely sensual, he is the
consummate seducer, free to roam across time and continents in
pursuit of his insatiable desires. That is, until a curse strips him of his
immortality and makes him invisible, a cruel fate for so irresistible a
man. With his very life at stake, Adam’s only hope for survival is in the
hands of the one woman who can actually see him. Enter law student
Gabrielle O’Callaghan, who is cursed with the ability to see both
worlds: Mortal and Faery. From the moment she lays eyes on this
stunning male, Gabby is certain of one thing: He could be her undoing.
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Thus begins a long, dangerous seduction. Because despite his
powerful strength and unquenchable hungers, Adam refuses to take a
woman by force. Instead, he will tease his way into Gabby’s bed and
make her want him just as he wants her. Now, no matter how hard
Gabby tries to avoid him, Adam is everywhere, invisible to all but
her—perched atop her office cubicle in too-tight jeans, whispering
softly from behind the stacks of the law library, stealing her breath
away with his knowing smile…all the while tempting her with the
promise of unimaginable pleasure in his arms. But soon danger will
intrude on this sensual dance. For as Adam’s quest to regain his
immortality plunges them into a world of timeless magic and the
deadly politics of the Faery queen’s court, the price of surrender could
be their very lives. Unless they can thwart the conspiracy that
threatens both mortal and Faery realms…and give them a shot at a
destiny few mortals ever know: glorious, wondrous, endless love.
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